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Abstract. Buyer-seller watermarking protocol is a combination of traditional
watermarking and fingerprinting techniques. For example, in applications
where multimedia content is electronically distributed over a network, the con-
tent owner can embed a distinct watermark (a fingerprint), in each copy of the
data that is distributed. If unauthorized copies of the data are found, then the
origin of the copy can be determined by retrieving the unique watermark corre-
sponding to each buyer. Recently, Ju and Kim proposed an anonymous buyer-
seller watermarking protocol, where a buyer can purchase contents anony-
mously, but the anonymity can be controlled. They used two trusted parties: the
watermark certification authority and the judge. The significance of this proto-
col is that it offered anonymity to watermarking protocol. But this protocol has
the problem that honest buyers can be found as guilty, because sellers can rec-
reate the same contents as the buyer’s one if he/she colludes with the watermark
certification authority and the judge. Thus this scheme must assume existence
of the trusted third parties for its security. In this paper, we show shortcomings
of this protocol and suggest a buyer-seller watermarking protocol that provides
security of buyers and sellers without trusted third party.

1   Introduction

The current rapid development of new Information Technology and electronic com-
merce has resulted in a strong demand for reliable and secure copyright protection
techniques for multimedia data. Over the past few decades, a considerable number of
studies have been conducted on the design of methods that technically support the
copyright protection of digital data. Copyright marking schemes have been proposed
as the important class of these techniques. They are the embedding of marks into
digital contents that can later be detected to identify owners (watermarking) or recipi-
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ents (fingerprinting) of the content. While digital fingerprinting schemes enable a
seller to identify the buyer of an illegally distributed content by providing each buyer
with a slightly different version, digital watermarking schemes enable the
seller/content owner to prove the rights of the contents by embedding the seller’s
information into the contents. Buyer-seller watermarking protocol is a combination of
traditional watermarking and fingerprinting techniques.

1.1   Related Works

Symmetric Schemes: Classical fingerprinting and watermarking schemes
[QN98][Ne83] are symmetrical in the sense that the content owner knows the
watermarks uniquely linked with the buyer. Thus, if another copy with this wa-
termark turns up, the buyer can claim that the seller redistributed it. Because this
could be done for example, by a malicious seller who may want to gain money by
wrongly claiming that there are illegal copies around. Thus, one cannot really as-
sign responsibility about redistribution to one of them.

Asymmetric Schemes: This problem is overcome by asymmetric schemes
[PS96][MW01]. Here, because only the buyer can obtain the exact watermarked
(fingerprinted) copy, he/she cannot claim that an unauthorized copy may have
originated from the seller. Hence, if an unauthorized copy is found, the seller can
obtain a means to prove to a third party that the buyer redistributed it and he/she
can identify a traitor/copyright violator. However the drawback of these solutions
is that it did not provide a buyer’s anonymity.

Anonymous Schemes: To protect buyer’s privacy two anonymous schemes have
been suggested by Pfitzman et al [PW97] and Ju and Kim [JK02]. The idea is that
the seller can know neither the watermarked content nor the buyer’s real identity.
Nevertheless the seller can identify the copyright violator later. This possibility of
identification will only exist for a copyright violator, whereas honest buyers will
remain anonymous.

Requirements of anonymous buyer-seller watermarking protocols can be listed as
follows [JK02][PW97]:
1. Anonymity: A buyer should be able to purchase digital contents anonymously.
2. Unlinkability: Given two digital contents, nobody can decide whether or not these

two contents were purchased by the same buyer.
3. Traceability: The buyer who has distributed digital contents illegally (trai-

tor/copyright violator) can be traced.
4. No Framing (Buyer’s security): An honest buyer should not be falsely accused

by a malicious seller or other buyers.
5. No Repudiation (Seller’s security): The buyer accused of reselling an unauthor-

ized copy should not be able to claim that the copy was created by the seller or a
security breach of the seller’s system.

6. Collusion Tolerance: Attacker should not be able to find, generate, or delete the
fingerprint by comparing the copies, even if they have access to a certain number
of copies.
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[PW97] scheme is inefficient and impractical because it is based on secure two-party
computations [CD87] (It use general theorems like “every NP-language has a zero-
knowledge proof systems” without presenting explicit protocols) with high complex-
ity. Later, [PS00] suggested an efficient method without secure two party computa-
tions. But this method is also impractical because it used [BS95] scheme as a building
block for collusion resistance. In [BS95], their code needed for embedding is so long
that the overall system cannot be practical. Recently, [JK02] proposed an anonymous
buyer-seller watermarking protocol, adding anonymity and unlinkability to [MW01]
scheme. [JK02] scheme and [MW01] scheme used Cox’s invisible watermarking
algorithm [CK97] as a building block. [JK02] scheme is a significant model in the
sense that it offered the anonymity of a buyer to watermarking protocol. But the
problem of this protocol is that it cannot provide security of sellers and buyers, be-
cause a seller can recreate the buyer’s copy if he/she colludes with the watermark
certification authority and the judge.

1.2   Our Contributions

In this paper, we suggest secure buyer-seller watermarking protocol against conspir-
acy attack, which can solve the problem of [JK02] scheme. ‘Conspiracy attack’ is
means that a seller colludes with the watermark certification authority or the judge in
order to recreate buyer’s copy for his/her gain.

We compare the features of our proposal with [JK02], [MW01] in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of our proposal with [MW01] and [JK02]

Features [MW01] [JK02] Our Proposal

Anonymity No Offer Offer Offer

Unlinkability No Offer Offer Offer

No two-party
computation

Yes Yes Yes

No Framing No Offer1 No Offer2 Offer

No Repudiation No Offer1 No Offer2 Offer

Participators of
Identification
protocol

Arbiter,
seller, Buyer

Judge,
watermark certifica-

tion authority,
seller

Arbiter,
watermark certi-

fication authority,
seller, buyer

1: [MW01] scheme provides the pertinent function only if the watermark certification authority
is memoryless and not malicious.

2: [JK02] scheme provides the pertinent function only if the watermark certification authority
and the judge are not malicious.

The most meaningful feature of our scheme is that there is no need to assume the
trusted third party (the watermark certification authority and the judge)’s honesty. On
the contrary, [JK02] and [MW01] must assume that the watermark certification
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authority does not collude with a seller or a buyer for security of their protocols, be-
cause the watermark certification authority knows the buyer’s unique watermark.
Besides, [JK02] scheme also must assume honesty of the judge, because a buyer’s
secret key is encrypted with the judge’s public key. Since, the buyer’s secret key is
used in encryption of content and anonymity offering in [JK02] scheme, it must not
be revealed. And, the judge of [JK02] scheme is not an arbitrator but the fixed party
from the first stage (watermark generation protocol). On the other hand, the judge of
our scheme and [MW01] scheme is a complete arbitrator because the judge is not
involved in other protocols except identification protocol.

1.3   Our Approach

The main idea of our scheme is to use a commutative cryptosystems in watermark
generation protocol in order to prevent conspiracy attack. In our scheme, the water-
mark certification authority issues the buyer’s unique watermark to the buyer but he
cannot know which watermark the buyer chose. Thus even if a seller colludes with
the watermark certification authority, he cannot recreate the buyer’s copy. The second
idea is that buyers generate two secret keys by splitting the original secret key corre-
sponding with her real identity. One is used in encryption of content and the other is
used in her owns anonymity. In our scheme, the others except the buyer cannot know
the buyer’s secret key will be used in decryption. Thus the others cannot recreate the
same watermarked contents as the buyer’s one, if computing discrete logarithms is
hard.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, [JK02] scheme is described
briefly and its shortcomings are discussed in Section 2. Next, cryptographic primitive
is described in Section 3. Then, the proposed buyer-seller watermarking protocol is
described in detail in Section 4 and various features of the proposed scheme are ana-
lyzed in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2   Overview of the Attacked Scheme

In this section we briefly review the construction proposed in [JK02]. For simplicity
we use the same notations.

2.1   Ju and Kim’s Scheme

Preprocessing: All participants have a pair of a private key and a public key
ÿ�� SNVN certificated by certificate authority ÿ�&$ .

Watermark Generation: A buyer generates an anonymous key pair of a private key
and a public key ÿ�� ýý

%% SNVN . A buyer generates ÿ� ý
%SN VN(&

ÿ
=  and FHUW  proving
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that ý
%VN  is a discrete logarithm or e-th root of a given ý

%SN  without disclosing ý
%VN

using a verifiable encryption scheme1 ÿ�( . In here, -SN  is the public key of the

judge. After the buyer transmits �� ý
%SN& signature of ý

%SN : ÿ� ý
%VN SNVLJQ

þ
and the

certificate FHUW  to the watermark certification authority, the authority verifies the
certificate. If it is verified, the watermark certification authority is convinced that &
is indeed the encryption of ý

%VN . Then, the watermark certification authority gener-

ates a watermark ±���º !� QZZZ: �=  randomly and sends to the buyer the anony-

mous public key ý
%SN  and the watermark encrypted with the buyer’s anonymous

public key ÿ�ÿ :(Z
ÿSN=  along with ÿ__� ý

%VN SNZVLJQV
ÿ

= , which certifies the valid-

ity of the watermark and also ensures that ý
%SN  was used to encrypt : as public key.

The watermark certification authority stores ÿ������ ýý
%VN% SNVLJQSNVZ%

ÿ
 and ÿ�� FHUW&

in :7DEOH . Here __  denotes a concatenation and the encryption algorithm is homo-

morphic2.

Watermark Insertion: A buyer sends V:(SN
%SN% ÿ��� ý

ý  to the seller to obtain a wa-

termarked content. By verifying the signature with the watermark certification
authority’s public key, the seller is convinced of the watermark’s validity. If the veri-
fication holds, the seller generates a unique watermark 9  and embeds it into multi-
media content ; . Let ; ′  be the watermarked content with 9 . To embed the second
watermark : generated by the watermark certification authority into ; ′  without

decrypting ÿ�ÿ :(
ÿSN , the seller encrypts the watermarked content ; ′  with ý

%SN  and

finds the permutation  satisfying ÿÿ��ÿÿ�� ÿÿ :(:(
ÿÿ SNSN = . Because of the ho-

momorphic property of the encryption algorithm ( used by the watermark certifica-
tion authority, the seller can compute watermarked content ÿ�ÿ ;(

ÿSN ′′ . Where ⊕

denotes the embedding operation. The seller transmits the computed ÿ�ÿ ;(
ÿSN ′′  to the

buyer and stores VZSN% ���ý  and 9  in his/her table %7DEOH .

ÿÿ��

ÿÿ��ÿ�ÿÿ��ÿ�ÿ�

ý

ýýýýý

:9;(

:(9;(:(;(;(

%

%%%%%

SN

SNSNSNSNSN

⊕⊕=

⊕⊕=⊕′=′′

1 The idea is that if A and B wish to exchange their signatures on some message, they will first
exchange verifiable encryption of them, using as (  the public key of some trusted third
party. If this was successful, it will be safe for A to just reveal his signature to B. Even if B
never answers, A can get B’s signature by having the trusted party decrypt it [CD98].

2 A public key encryption functions 5*( →)  defined on a group ÿ�� ⋅*  is said to be ho-
momorphic if (  forms a homomorphism. That is, given ÿ�[(  and ÿ�\(  for some un-
known *\[ ∈� , anyone can compute ÿ� \[( ⋅  without any need for the secret key. In
other words, by privacy homomorphism with respect to ⊕ , it means it has the property that

ÿ�ÿ�ÿ� \([(\[( SNSNSN ⊕=⊕ .
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Copyright Violator Identification: When an illegal copy <  of an original content
;  is discovered, the seller extracts the unique watermark 8  in <  using detection

algorithm. Then, he/she finds the buyer’s information V:(SN
%SN% �ÿ��� ý

ý  stored with

9  with the highest correlation by examining the correlations of extracted watermark
8  and all V9 ü  in the %7DEOH . And the seller sends them with <; �  to the judge. The

judge verifies ÿ� ý
%VN SNVLJQ

ÿ
and FHUW with the help of the watermark certification

authority, and recovers the buyer’s anonymous private key ý
%VN . If the verification

success, judge computes ÿ�: and checks the existence of ÿ�: in <  by extracting

the watermark from <  and estimating its correlations with ÿ�: . If there exists

ÿ�: , the buyer is guilty and the buyer’s ID ÿ�%  is revealed to the seller.

2.2   Analysis of the Scheme

2.2.1   Observations on Security
This scheme is very efficient in the sense that identification protocol is carried out
without any help of the accused buyer. But the most undesirable issue of [JK02] is
that the seller can recreate the buyer’s copy if he colludes with the watermark certifi-
cation authority and the judge. Thus the seller can cheat an honest buyer in this
scheme.

• &RQVSLUDF\�$WWDFN� ,��&ROOXVLRQ� RI� WKH�6HOOHU�� WKH�:DWHUPDUN�&HUWLILFDWLRQ
$XWKRULW\�DQG�WKH�-XGJH

U¸�s¸¼tr�vyyrthy�p¸¦'�� < Zv³u�³ur�²¦rpvhy�Zh³r¼·h¼x�: ��sv¼²³�³ur�²ryyr¼�²rQq²
VSN% �ý ¼rprv½rq� s¼¸·� h� iÃ'r¼� ³¸� ³ur� Zh³r¼·h¼x� pr¼³vsvph³v¸Q� hÃ³u¸¼v³'�� Uur

Zh³r¼·h¼x� pr¼³vsvph³v¸Q� hÃ³u¸¼v³'� ²rh¼pur²� s¸¼� ³ur� iÃ'r¼¶²� vQs¸¼·h�
³v¸Q� dÿ��ÿ��b ýý

ý %%SNSN SNVN(&:(Z
-%

== �� p¸¼¼r²¦¸QqvQt� Zv³u� VSN% �ý � vQ

:7DEOH hQq�²rQq²�v³� ÿ�& ³¸�³ur�wÃqtr��Uur�wÃqtr�qrp¼'¦³²� & hQq�²rQq²� ý
%VN

³¸�Zh³r¼·h¼x�pr¼³vsvph³v¸Q�hÃ³u¸¼v³'��Uur�Zh³r¼·h¼x�pr¼³vsvph³v¸Q�hÃ³u¸¼v³'�qr�
p¼'¦³�Z Ã²vQt� ý

%VN ¼rprv½rq�s¼¸·�³ur�wÃqtr�hQq�²rQq²�v³� ³¸� ³ur�²ryyr¼��UurQ�
³ur� ²ryyr¼� phQ� ¼rp¼rh³r� ³ur� iÃ'r¼¶²� p¸¦'� irphÃ²r� ur�²ur� xQ¸Z²� ³ur� iÃ'r¼¶²
ÃQv¹Ãr�Zh³r¼·h¼x�: �

• &RQVSLUDF\�$WWDFN�,,��&ROOXVLRQ�RI�WKH�6HOOHU�DQG�WKH�-XGJH

[JK02] insists that only the buyer can decrypt the watermarked contents, be-
cause the watermarked content ÿ�ÿ ;(

ÿSN ′′ encrypted with the buyer’s anony-

mous public key ý
%SN . However in this protocol, a seller can obtain

ýý ÿ�� %%SN SNVN(&
ÿ

=  are transmitted through insecure channel in the water-

mark generation protocol. If a seller obtains ý� %SN& , she/he researches the

buyer’s record corresponding with ý
%SN  at %7DEOH  and sends ÿ�� ÿ ;(&

ÿSN ′′  to
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the judge. These are just plain text in the view of the judge. Thus the seller (or
the judge) can decrypt the buyer’s copy ; ′′ .

In this scheme, the seller cannot obtain proof of treachery, because the accused
buyer can claim that the unauthorized copy was created by the seller. After all,
[JK02] scheme is weak against conspiracy attack. Of course, [JK02] assumes that the
watermark certification authority and the judge are TTP and do not collude with a
seller. But in principle, in the model for anonymous protocol the trust in the authority
should be minimal. Note that when talking about attackers we also mean collusions of
sellers and watermark certification authority and the judge. In other words, the seller
must be able to execute all processes securely without compromising her private key
even if the attacker is a trust center.

2.2.2   Observations on Efficiency
[JK02] is based on public key encryption schemes with homomorphic property
[MW01] and a verifiable encryption schemes [CD98]. It presupposes additional con-
dition as existence of the secure verifiable encryption scheme compared with
[MW01] ([MW01] is based on the public key encryption schemes with homomorphic
property and Cox’s algorithm [CK97]). In [JK02], a verifiable encryption scheme is
used in order to carry out identification protocol without any help of the accused
buyer. But, a verifiable encryption scheme must take some care needs such as the
secure hash function etc., [CD98] to avoid that one party falsely accuses the other of
cheating.

The next undesirable point is protection of the buyer’s anonymity. Most of anony-
mous protocols minimize the possibility of a buyer’s real ID’s exposure using a
method: the pseudonym of a buyer is only known to an authority (normally registra-
tion center - watermark certification authority in [JK02]). But in this protocol, both
the watermark certification authority and the judge can know the buyer’s real ID
corresponding with the buyer’s anonymous public key. Besides, the judge of [JK02]
scheme should be restricted. The judge that buyers chose in the watermark generation
protocol must take part in identification protocol in order to identify a copyright vio-
lator. In Comparison with other anonymous protocols (Whoever is honest can be an
arbiter), [JK02] scheme is inefficient in this aspect.

3   Cryptographic Primitive

3.1   Commutative Cryptosystems

We introduce the commutative cryptosystem in order to prevent the collusion of the
seller and the watermark certificate center. In our protocol, even if the watermark
certification authority issues the buyer’s unique watermark, he/she cannot know
which watermark is the buyer’s one. We briefly describe the commutative cryptosys-
tems introduced by Zhao and Varadharajan [ZV03]3 in the following.

3 Commutative cryptosystems are often used in mental poker game [GM82][ZV03]. The hard
part of mental poker is dealing the cards. Hands must be random and disjoint, and players
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There are two parties Alice and Bob and they use the same prime number S . They

have

ÿ±�·¸q)ÿ���º�

ÿ±�·¸q)ÿ���º�

SNS.

SNS.
%

$

N
%%%%%%

N
$$$$$$

=

=

Encryption
The original message is [ . Alice chooses random value number $U , and the re-

sult of encryption with $.  has two parts $\�  and $\! : ÿ�� !� $$. \\(
$

= .

ÿ�·¸qÿ��·¸q !� S[\S\ $$ U
$$

U
$$ ≡≡

Bob chooses random value number %U , and encrypts the ciphertext of Alice’s en-

cryption and gets the following two parts: ÿ�� !� $%%. \\(
%

= .

ÿ�·¸qÿ��·¸q !� S[\S\ %$% U
%

U
$$%

U
%% ==

Actually, there is no difference whether Alice or Bob encrypts first; it will get the
same ciphertext $%%$ \\\ !�� �� .

Decryption
If Alice uses her private key to decrypt first,

ÿ�·¸qÿ�ÿ� !
��

�!!�� S\\\\\' %
N

$$%$%$.
$

$
== , and then Bob uses his private

key to decrypt ÿ�·¸qÿ�ÿ� ��
�!! S[\\\' %

%

N
%%%. ==

¡  is the original message. Actually there is no difference whether Alice or Bob
decrypts first; it could use the following formula to express the whole multi-party
decryption.

ÿ�·¸qÿ�ÿ�ÿ�� ��
�

��
�!!���� S[\\\\\\' %$

%$

N
%

N
$$%$%%$.. ==

Application: Card Dealing of Mental Poker game
(1) Alice (a card dealer) encrypts original cards with her secret key one by one.

The set of encrypted cards is ÿ±$!��ÿ���º $$ (( �  and she sends them to Bob.

(2) Bob choose 5 cards at random say, ÿ±!$�ÿ�!#�ÿ�!"�ÿ��"�ÿ�"�º $$$$$ ((((( ,

encrypts them. And he sends the
ÿ±!$�ÿ�!#�ÿ�!"�ÿ��"�ÿ�"�º $%$%$%$%$% (((((  back to Alice.

(3) Alice decrypts each element of the set, and sends the resulting
set, ÿ±!$�ÿ�!#�ÿ�!"�ÿ��"�ÿ�"�º %%%%% ((((( , back to Bob.

(4) Bob decrypts the set to get his hand ±!$�!#�!"��"�"º .

In next section, we apply card dealing method that used [ZV03] scheme to water-
mark generation protocol.

should be able to claim to have any cards but those dealt. Here, the power of commutative
cryptosystems is utilized. The advantage of [ZV03] is that there is no information leakage
and we can extend to multi-party encryption and decryption system without losing generality
because the final ciphertext is the same even if a different order is used for encryption.
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4   Proposed Buyer-Seller Watermarking Protocol

In this section, we describe buyer-seller watermarking protocol without trusted third
party, which is a modified scheme of [JK02] such that the watermark certification
authority issues a buyer’s unique watermark upon request and the encrypted water-
mark with the buyer’s anonymous public key is received. Our scheme is based on
[MW01] scheme as embedding method and [CK97] scheme as building block for
collusion resistance.

4.1   Preliminary

>3UHSURFHVVLQJ@
Let ÿ� ELWVQS ≤  be a large prime such that !�ÿ�� −= ST  is also a prime. Let *  be

a group of order ��−S and let J  be a generator of *  such that computing discrete

logarithms to the base J  is difficult.

>5ROHV�RI�(DFK�HQWLW\@
The entities of our scheme consist of the watermark certification authority, seller,

buyer, and an arbiter. The role (or notation) of each entity is as follows.

Watermark certification authority
Carol is short for the watermark certification authority.
She issues watermark to buyers upon request and certify it.

Arbiter
He/she should be convinced in trials.
It should be possible to convince anyone as long as they know a few specific
public keys.

Seller
She (Alice) is the agent selling the contents.

Buyer
He (Bob) is the buyer that can buy contents anonymously.

All participants (Alice, Bob, and Carol) have a pair of a secret key and a public key
ÿd��ÿ���ÿ��b�)ÿ�� &&%%$$ SNVNSNVNSNVNSNVN  such that SJSN VN ·¸q= , all of which

have been registered with appropriate certificate authority ÿ�&$ .

>1RWDWLRQV@
We assume that the content being sold is a still image, though in general the proto-

col is also applicable to audio and video data like [MW01] scheme and [JK02]
scheme for ease of exposition. We establish some notation as follows.

);  Original image to be a vector of “features”, ±��º � P[[; �= .

):  Watermark as a vector of “watermark elements”, ±��º � QZZ: �= .

)�;; ′′′  Watermarked image
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±�����º ��� PQQQ [[Z[Z[:; �� +⊕⊕=⊕ , QP ≥
)⊕ Insertion operation

++ '( � : Encryption/decryption algorithm with homomorphic property

77 '( � : Encryption/decryption algorithm with property of commutative
cryptosystem

The proposed protocol consists of the following steps: Watermark generation step
for generation of a buyer’s unique and valid watermark, watermark insertion step for
making a watermarked content of buyers, copyright violator identification step in
order to identify dishonest buyers. We introduced two cryptosystems such as crypto-
systems with homomorphic property and commutative property in order that the
watermark certification authority cannot know which watermark the buyer chose and
sellers can embed valid watermark into content without disclosing it.

STEP 1. Watermark Generation
1. Bob chooses secret random ý

!
ý
�� %% VNVN  in S=  such that S%%% =VNVNVN ∈=⋅ ý

!
ý
� .

Bob sends ý� %% SNSN ÿ� ý
�ý %VN

% JSN = and ý
!%VN ÿÿ�� ý

!%SN+ VN(
&

encrypted by us-

ing the Carol’s public key &SN . Bob convinces Carol of zero-knowledge of

possession of ý
�%VN . The proof given in [Ch87] for showing possession of dis-

crete logarithms may be used here.
2. Carol first decrypts ÿ� ý

!%SN+ VN(
&

using his private key &VN  and checks that

ÿ�·¸q
ý
!ý SSNSN %

VN
%

% =  with the Bob’s public key %SN  certified by &$ . If it is

verified, then Carol issues ÿ!�≥N  watermarks ÿ���� !� N::: �  as follows.

(1) Carol generates valid N  watermarks ÿ���� !� N::: � randomly. Note

that ±���º !� LQLLL ZZZ: �=
Remark 1: Here, the watermark certification authority issues N  watermarks,
where Bob would choose one out of N  watermarks. The choice of N  implies a
trade off between correctness and efficiency. In such case, probability that
watermark certification authority can know watermark that a buyer chose
would be equal to N�� . We use a specific construction which introduced a
spread-spectrum watermarking techniques4 proposed by Cox et al [CD98].
Each L:  of this protocol and :  of Cox scheme has the same property.

(2) Carol makes N  pair ÿ��� � N33 �  of watermarks and its signature as

equation (1). First she encrypts each watermark ÿ� L:  with Bob’s anony-

4 8¸`�r³�hy���r·irq�h ²r³�¸s vQqr¦rQqrQ³�¼rhy�QÃ·ir¼² ±��º � QZZ: �= q¼hZQ�s¼¸· h ªr¼¸
·rhQ��½h¼vhQpr��� BhÃ²²vhQ qv²³¼viÃ³v¸Q vQ³¸ ³ur P yh¼tr²³ 98U68�p¸rssvpvrQ³² ¸s hQ v·htr�
Sr²Ãy³²�¼r¦¸¼³rq�Ã²vQt�³ur�yh¼tr²³������68�p¸rssvpvrQ³²�²u¸Z�³ur�³rpuQv¹Ãr�³¸�ir�¼r·h¼xhiy'
¼¸iÃ²³ hthvQ²³ ½h¼v¸Ã²� v·htr ¦¼¸pr²²vQt� ¸¦r¼h³v¸Q²� hQq� hs³r¼ ¦¼vQ³vQt� hQq� ¼r²phQQvQt� hQq
·Ãy³v¦yr�q¸pÃ·rQ³��p¸yyÃ²v¸Qÿ�h³³hpx�
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mous public key ý
%SN , along with a digital signature

±��!��ºÿÿ��� ÿ NL:(VLJQ LSN+VN
ÿÿ

�= that certifies the validity of the wa-

termarks and also ensures that ý
%SN  was used to encrypt the watermark

as a public key. Then she generates a pair of key ÿ�� && UU ′  and encrypts

each N33 ��� �  with it using encryption scheme 7( . Here &U is the en-

cryption key and &U′  is a decryption key corresponding with &U . She

sends them ÿ��� � N(3(3 �  to Bob.

ÿ��ÿ��

ÿ__���ÿ__�

ÿ__���ÿ__�

ÿ���ÿ�

��

���

ýý
��

�� ýý

NU7NU7

NNN

%NVNN%VN

NSN+NSN+

3((33((3

VHZ3VHZ3

SNHZVLJQVSNHZVLJQV

:(HZ:(HZ

&&

&&

%%

==
==
==

==

�

�

�

�

(1)

3. Now, Bob cannot know the hidden watermark and its signature ÿ��� � N33 �

because ÿ��� � N(3(3 � are encrypted with Carol’s secret key. Bob generates a

pair of key ÿ�� %% UU ′ . %U  is encryption key and %U′  is a decryption key corre-

sponding with %U . He chooses one among them, ÿ��� � N(3(3 � . Suppose Bob

chose ÿ__�ÿ� """" VHZ(3((3
ÿÿ U7U7 == . He encrypts it with %U  using encryp-

tion scheme 7( . He sends ÿ� "(3(
ÿU7

 it back to Carol.

ÿÿ__��ÿ� """ VHZ(((3(
ÿÿ U7U7U7 = (2)

4. Carol computes equation (3) and records ý� %% SNSN  at his table &7DEOH . Then

she sends ÿ__� "" VHZ(
ÿU7

 back to Bob. She is not able to know which water-

mark Bob chose because ÿ��� � N33 �  is re-encrypted with Bob’s secret key.

Here, information to be sent to Bob is encrypted with only Bob’s secret key.
ÿ__�ÿ�ÿ±��ºÿ±�º """"" VHZ(3(3(('(3('

ÿÿÿþÿþÿ U7U7U7U7U7U7U7 === ′′ (3)

5. Bob decrypts ÿ__� "" VHZ(
þU7

 with %U′  and verifies "" �HZV  with Carol’s public

key &SN  and his secret key ý
�%VN .

STEP 2. Watermark Insertion
This is a two-party protocol between Alice and Bob, which proceeds as follows.
From here, we will write simply VHZ�  rather than LL VHZ �  (in the watermark genera-

tion protocol, ÿ�� "" VHZ ) that Bob chose.

1. Bob sends ý�� %SNVHZ  to Alice.

2. Alice verifies V  in order to be assured that HZ  is indeed a valid watermark veri-
fied by the watermark certification authority. If the verification holds,

3. Alice generates a unique watermark for this transaction 9 , which she inserts
into the image ;  to get the watermarked image ; ′ . Let ;  denote the image
that Bob wants to purchases from Alice. The purpose of the watermark 9  is to
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enable Alice to identify the specific user an illegal copy has potentially arisen
from. She then generates a random permutation  of degree Q  which she uses
to permute the elements of the encrypted watermark ÿ�ÿ :(

ÿSN+  received from

Bob. Alice computes ÿÿ���ÿÿ�� ÿÿ :(:(
ÿÿ SN+SN+ =

4. Alice inserts the second watermark into the already watermarked image �; ′
Although the watermarks received from Bob is encrypted with Bob’s anony-
mous public key �ý

%SN  Alice can embed this second watermark without de-

crypting ÿ�ÿ :(
ÿSN+ . Inserting a watermark in the encrypted domain is possible

as we mention that the public key cryptosystems being used is a privacy homo-
morphism with respect to ⊕ , the operation that inserts a watermark in the im-
age. That is, Alice computes as follows

ÿÿ��ÿÿ��ÿ�

ÿÿ��ÿ�ÿ�

ýýý

ýýý

:9;(:(;(

:(;(;(

%%%

%%%

SN+SN+SN+

SN+SN+SN+

⊕⊕=⊕′=

⊕′=′′
(4)

5. Alice transmits ÿ�ÿ ;(
ÿSN+ ′′ to Bob and stores HZV9SN% ����ý  in her table

$7DEOH . $7DEOH  is a table of records maintained by Alice for image ;  con-
taining one entry for each copy ;  that she sells.

6. Bob decrypts ÿ�ÿ ;(
ÿSN+ ′′  with his secret key ý

�%VN .

ÿ�ÿ�ÿÿ�� ÿÿ

ÿ
:9;:;;;('

ÿÿ SN+VN+ ⊕⊕=⊕′=′′=′′ (5)

Now Bob has a watermarked copy ; ′′  of ;  that Alice cannot reproduce because
she does not know the corresponding private key ý

�%VN  and : even if she collude

with Carol. Also, since Bob does not know , he cannot remove ÿ�:  from ; ′′ ,

neither can he remove 9  which is also unknown to him.

STEP 3. Copyright Violator Identification
On discovering an unauthorized copy of ; , say < , Alice can determine the buyer
from whom this copy has originated by detecting the unique watermark that she in-
serted for each buyer. This is done by means of a watermark extraction function and
depends on the watermarking algorithm.

1. When an illegal copy <  of an original image is found, Alice extracts the unique
watermark 8  in < .

2. For robust watermarks, by computing correlations of extracted watermark 8
and every watermark stored in $7DEOH , Alice finds 9  with the highest correla-
tion and obtains the transaction information involving 9  from the table. If 8
cannot be matched to any watermark 9 of the $7DEOH , then this protocol returns

failure. Once this 9  is located in $7DEOH , she reads the buyer’s anonymous

public key ý
%SN  and HZV�� . Alice sends them to an arbiter (judge).
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3. The judge first verifies ÿ__ÿ�� ý
ý %SN+VN SN:(VLJQV
%&

=  and asks Carol for real

identity of an anonymous buyer. The judge would then ask Bob for his private
key ý

�%VN  which he can compute :  and check for the presence of ÿ�:  in < .

Actually, Bob needs not reveal his private key ý
�%VN  because this is undesirable.

He could just reveal :  to the judge by decrypting ÿ�ÿ :(
ÿSN+ . The judge could

then verify :  by encrypting it with Bob’s anonymous public key and checking
if it equals to ÿ�ÿ :(

ÿSN+ . After verifying : , the judge can then run the wa-

termark extraction algorithm on < and check if ÿ�:  is indeed present in < . If

ÿ�:  is found in < , Bob is found guilty otherwise he is innocent.

5   Features and Security Analysis

We discuss and analyze features and security of the proposed scheme according to the
list of requirements (Section 1). We assume that all of the underlying primitives are
secure. Security of our scheme relies on that of the underlying watermarking algo-
rithm and cryptosystems.
1. Anonymity: We assume that the watermark certification authority does not reveal

the buyer’s real ID if the buyer is honest. In watermark insertion step, the seller
knows ý�� %SNVHZ . Finding %SN  would require knowledge of ý

!%VN . However, if the

encryption algorithm is secure in watermark insertion step, the only way for the
seller to find ý

!%VN  is to compute ýy¸t %J SN . But polynomial algorithm proving

discrete logarithm problem does not exist, so attacker does not compute ý
!%VN .

Thus buyer anonymity is guaranteed.
2. Unlinkability: Because our scheme executes one-time watermark generation pro-

tocol by using an anonymous key pair whenever the buyer buys a contents. This
implies that the buyer’s purchases are unlinkable.

3. Traceability: Due to the properties of the underlying encryption and digital sig-
nature techniques, we can assume that a malicious buyer cannot change or substi-
tute a fingerprint generated by the watermark certification authority. The security
of traceability is the same as that of [MW01][JK02]. Sellers should insert a water-

mark 9  and ÿ�:  in the right manner for her own interest. If she does not cor-

rectly insert 9 , she would not be able to identify the original buyer of an illegal
copy. Further a detecting function in the watermark detection must guarantees that
the seller can extract the unique watermark :  that belongs to a copyright violator.

Besides, the buyer cannot remove ÿ�:  from ; ′′  because he does not know .

Thus the buyer who has distributed digital contents illegally can be traced in our
scheme.

4. No Framing: Since, to forge <  with the special watermark : , the seller must

know either the buyer’s private key ý
�%VN  or the buyer’s unique watermark : . In

our proposal, only the buyer knows his secret key ý
�%VN  and his unique watermark
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:  if computing discrete logarithm is hard and used encryption algorithm (under-
lying primitives) is secure. Since we use secure commutative cryptosystems in the
watermark generation protocol, even the watermark certification authority does not
know which watermark the buyer selected. Thus an honest buyer should not be
wrongly identified as a copyright violator, because the others cannot recreate the
buyer’s copy with specific watermark.

5. No Repudiation: The buyer accused of reselling an unauthorized copy cannot
claim that the copy was created by the seller or a security breach of the seller’s
system. Since only the buyer know his secret key ý

�%VN  and his unique watermark
: , the others cannot recreate the buyer’s copy.

6. Collusion Tolerance: Our scheme has used [CK97] as a building block. We as-
sumed that this algorithm is secure. And this algorithm is estimated to be highly
resistant to collusion attacks [KT98]. Our protocol is secure only as much as the
underlying watermarking techniques are secure and robust.

7. Security against conspiracy attack: To success in conspiracy attack, seller and
the watermark certification authority must know either the watermark :  or the

buyer’s secret key ý
�%VN . But in our scheme, no one (except the buyer) knows the

buyer’s unique watermark :  and secret key ý
�%VN . And our protocol is secure

against conspiracy attack because the judge of our scheme does not take part in
others step except identification step (The arbiter knows just a specific public key).
Thus our scheme does not need any trusted third party because all participators’
dishonesty can be controlled.

6   Concluding Remarks

U¸�¦¼¸³rp³�i¸³u�²ryyr¼�hQq�iÃ'r¼¶²�¼vtu³²�hQq�iÃ'r¼¶²�hQ¸Q'·v³'��bEF�!d�¦¼¸¦¸²rq�þhQ
hQ¸Q'·¸Ã²�iÃ'r¼�²ryyr¼�Zh³r¼·h¼xvQt�¦¼¸³¸p¸y´��7Ã³�³ur�¦¼¸iyr·�¸s�³uv²�¦¼¸³¸p¸y�v²
³uh³�²ryyr¼²�phQ�¼rp¼rh³r�³ur�iÃ'r¼¶²�p¸¦'�vs�ur�²ur�p¸yyÃqr²�Zv³u�³ur�Zh³r¼·h¼x�pr¼³v�
svph³v¸Q� hÃ³u¸¼v³'� hQq� ³ur� wÃqtr�� UuÃ²� bEF�!d� ²pur·r� ·Ã²³� Qrrq� ³ur� ³¼Ã²³rq� ³uv¼q
¦h¼³vr²�s¸¼�v³²�²rpÃ¼v³'��PQ�³ur�p¸Q³¼h¼'��Zr�¦¼¸¦¸²r�²rpÃ¼r�iÃ'r¼�²ryyr¼�Zh³r¼·h¼xvQt
¦¼¸³¸p¸y�Zv³u¸Ã³�³¼Ã²³rq�³uv¼q�¦h¼³'��A¸¼�v³��Zr�h¦¦y'�²rpÃ¼r�p¸··Ã³h³v½r�p¼'¦³¸²'²�
³r·²�³¸�Zh³r¼·h¼xvQt�¦¼¸³¸p¸y��7Ã³��q¼hZihpx²�¸s�¸Ã¼�²pur·r�p¸·¦h¼rq�Zv³u�bEF�!d
h¼r�³uh³�v³�¼r¹Ãv¼r²�uvtu�p¸·¦Ã³h³v¸Qhy�p¸·¦yr`v³'�hQq�p¸··ÃQvph³v¸Q�¦h²²�QÃ·ir¼�vQ
Zh³r¼·h¼x�trQr¼h³v¸Q�²³r¦��6 sÃ¼³ur¼�qv¼rp³v¸Q�¸s�³uv²�²³Ãq'�Zvyy�ir�³¸�qv·vQv²u�p¸·�
¦Ã³h³v¸Qhy�p¸·¦yr`v³'�
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